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BeSPoke...
oroCreA

In our workshop in Italy we 
create unique pieces, made by hand by 
experienced goldsmiths who, like in 
the Renaissance, have brought their 
craftsmanship to the level of an Art. 

The jewelry pieces we create at 
Orocrea uniquely marry Beauty and 
Meaning, combining harmonious 
and soft forms with symbols and 
signs from many ancient cultures.

We also specialize in unique, 
custom-made art pieces with 
precious stones, for rituals and 
special uses. They can be prepared for 
their functions also through the use 
of Selfica, an art/discipline unique to 
Damanhur. Selfica makes it possible 
to concentrate energies that are present 
in the cosmos so that they can be 
used for specific, beneficial functions.

In the past, similar techniques were 
used by many civilizations.  Ancient 
myths say that also the jewelers of 
Atlantis knew how to create objects 
that were energetically active.
Atlantis — the myth tells us — was 
the highest expression of humanity 
on our planet, a civilization in which 
the most sophisticated art forms 
would prosper,  harmonizing with 
alchemies of sound, color and scent.  
At Orocrea we are inspired by this 
myth, and strive for beauty, uniqueness 
and refinement in every piece we make.

We believe that  contemplating 
beauty – and even more wearing it 
–  in everyday life is a very effective 
form of meditation, one that elevates 
the vibrational frequency of individuals.
People living in beauty can be a 
happy, harmonious People.



How a
mAgiC Jewel is born
Our goal at Orocrea is to create 
material forms that are a symbol of 
evolution. We are in a new epoch, 
one in which new evolutionary 
frequencies are entering our 
spacetime in support of the 
awakening of humanity. The pieces 
that we create can help us 
remember that as human beings, we 
are a bridge between the material and 
the spiritual planes, and that we can 
now reconnect to our full potential. 

A magic jewel starts coming to 
life from an exchange of ideas and 
intentions between the client and our 
jewelers. Gradually, thoughts take 
shape and become a first sketch. 

The gems are chosen as well as 
the forms, and then the hands of a 
Master Jeweler start molding the noble 
metals that will make the jewel. 
 
Our jewelers are trained in 
alchemy and Selfica, and all the pieces 
they create convey meanings and 
specific functions, so that the 
outer beauty of the jewel can enter into 
resonance with the inner beauty of 
the person that will wear it.
Our magic jewels are enriched with 
symbols and signs of Damanhur’s  
Sacred language, an archetypical 
ancient language. Its signs can 
work as catalysts of attention and 
manifestation.



THe PorTAl of ATlAnTiS
This is one of the masterpieces of the Atlantis Line, one of the most beautiful and 
important jewels realized by our jewelry. The pendant carries lots of meanings 
and ancient knowledge also. Everything in the jewel is is esoterically told through 
shapes, materials and colours that open up to worlds of beauty and intuition.

It is made by 3 kind of gold: yellow, white and red.

The central blu topaz is a unique gem of more than 81 carats, it radiates                           
intensity and evokes the potential of refinement in the soul in people who observe 
it. The gem lays on a mystical shape realized in yellow gold 18 kt, the purest metal, 
symbol of the highest and most refined energies we can convey as Human Beings.  
If the blue of the gem represents the feminine aspect and the  lunar energies, the 
yellow gold represents the masculine aspect and solar energies.

Everything in the jewel reminds us that we are an expression of what is sacred 
and divine.  Through the energy of this jewel you can reawaken the Divine Part 
inside of you, reaching it through the expression of peace and joy.  You find                            
Sacred Symbols signs, ideograms full of power, that deal with the archetypal 
meanings connected with the divine aspect, joy and knowledge.

The little spiral windings recall for synchronicity.



oroCreA:
your own mAgiC Jewelry

A jewelry piece, activated with the 
Selfic preparation, becomes a life           
companion, a beautiful, constant 
point of focus for your intentions and 
dreams. 

This is the reason why, if you desire, 
you can have a free conference call to 
tune into the frequency of your pen-
dant. The meditation will be guided 
by Ragno Lattuga, a Selfic Jeweler and 
also the coordinator of the Alchemy 
School of Damanhur.

DAMANHUR 
Founded in 1975, the Federation of 
Damanhur in Italy is an internation-
ally renowned center for spiritual, ar-
tistic and social research. 
Damanhur is an eco-society, with a 
continuously evolving social and po-
litical structure. Located in Italy, in 
the Alpine foothills of Piedmont, with 
its 600 resident citizens and many 
more all over the world, Da-manhur 
offers hope and a practical template 
for a new Renaissance of humanity. 
Damanhur is well known for its beau-
tiful underground Temples of Hu-
mankind, carved by hand out of the 
rock. The Temples are an extraordi-
nary complex where art and spiritu-
ality are united in the search for new 
paths of evolution and growth for all 
humanity. 

www.damanhur.org
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